Tenstreet IntelliApp
Improve recruiter effectiveness. Hire more drivers, faster.

Contact Us!
Phone: 918.398.0811
Email: mike@tenstreet.com

In today’s transportation market, time and information are arguably our two most important resources. Yet most businesses don’t manage either very well, especially in the employment application processes. Most recruiters and managers:
•
•
•

Visit us at www.tenstreet.com, or
view our demo at
www.tenstreet.com/intelliapp.htm

Key IntelliApp Features:

•

1. A signed application - as
required by DOT regs 390
& 391.
2. A separate, signed drug
and alcohol release (in
Adobe PDF format) for
every employer in the past
three years - as required by
the DOT - using your company's drug and alcohol
release language.
3. Built-in DOT gap-checking
ensures no unexplained
gaps in employment.
4. Web-based repository for
all releases.
5. Custom web-based scoring, workflow and applicant
tracking system.
6. Branded with your company’s logo.

•

Don’t know or understand their cost per hire.
Spend more time initiating the hiring process than doing actual recruiting.
Spend more time on nonvalue-add busywork like faxing applications to and from the
driver, following up on missing releases, filling gaps, etc. than on work that contributes to the bottom line.
Rely on anecdotal evidence to know which drivers are the most profitable for their
company.
Key information into multiple systems because the company doesn’t have a common platform or workflow for driver recruiting.

Tenstreet solves these problems and more. We’ve created new transportation-specific
technologies and techniques to improve the hiring process that you won’t find anywhere
else.
For years, DOT and state regulations have imposed limitations on what was allowed in
your recruiting processes. Via regulation, the DOT effectively forced recruiters and companies to implement clumsy and slow fax-based application and release processes.
But creativity and technology have finally caught up with the regulators to produce a
unique solution. Tenstreet offers online employment applications that eliminate the paper chase associated with fax-based processes. Our online applications capture DOTcompliant digitized signature on your releases, even for the usual trouble states such as
Pennsylvania. We even create automated previous employer verification forms that include the drug and alcohol Part 40 questions right on the form with the digitized signature.
IntelliApp comes in three versions, each solving specific issues:
•
•
•

Full IntelliApp: For when you want a full, complete application every time,
including gap-checking and data validation.
MiniApp: For when you want to capture basic application data without
much validation, along with a digitized signature.
Signature Only: For when you want the advantages of the digitized signature process, but have your own application process.

Version

Signature
Only
MiniApp

Full
IntelliApp

Customized DOT-compliant digitized signature release

9

9

9

Hosted and available 24/7 at no additional cost, including encryption, security, monitoring and backup

9

9

9

Generation of PDF version of signed release

9

9

9

Real-time email distribution of signed releases to designated recipients

9

9

9

Web-based repository of all signed releases

9

9

9

Basic web-based application

9

9

Web-based applicant tracking system

9

9

Full-featured, configurable DOT-compliant application, extensive validation

9

Gap-free, complete 3 year employment history capture

9

Integration of job-board applications, including duplicate management

9

Scoring and distribution of applicants

9

Comprehensive management reporting

9
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